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Session summary
Can Institutional Research be automated?
Can all kinds of data analysis be automated?
A practical example

Implications for Institutional Research
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The automation of
analysis
The electric researcher is born
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The automation of analysis
Probability that statisticians will
be automated: 22%
“Develop or apply mathematical or
statistical theory and methods to
collect, organize, interpret, and
summarize numerical data to
provide usable information.”
Probability that survey
researchers will be automated:
23%
“Plan, develop, or conduct
surveys. May analyze and interpret
the meaning of survey data,
determine survey objectives, or
suggest or test question wording”
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Probability that mathematical
technicians will be automated:
99%
“Apply standardized
mathematical formulas,
principles, and amethodology
to technological problems in
engineering and physical
sciences in relation to specific
industrial and research
objectives, processes,
equipment, and products”
(Frey and Osbourne 2013)

The automation of analysis
Descriptive analysis…
• Descriptive analysis is often the first
step of analysis, setting out broad
Encouraged to think about
relationships in the
devoloping career skills
data

• Automation of analysis often
starts with descriptive
analysis
• Without context, the meaning
of these relationships may
be mis-understood
• Without statistical testing,
spurious differences may
be given credance
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The automation of analysis
Regression and
modelling
• Regression analysis may be used to
evaluate the impact of factors upon
particular measures
• Survey research has an issue in that
factors are often closely correlated,
which makes regression analysis
less reliable in estimating true
relationships
• Machine modelling of data is
sensitive to how variables are
described and used - garbage in,
garbage out
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The automation of analysis
Regression and
modelling
• Regression analysis may be used to
evaluate the impact of factors upon
particular measures
• Survey research has an issue in that
factors are often closely correlated,
which makes regression analysis
less reliable in estimating true
relationships
• Machine modelling of data is
sensitive to how variables are
described and used - garbage in,
garbage out
(XKCD)
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Watson Analytics enables sophisticated analysis of data ‘at the push of a button’,
but does not inform the user as to the research process that underlies that analysis.
The user is presented with an ‘answer’, rather than with a nuanced picture of
uncertainty.
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The tool is useful for the easy exploration and visualisation of data, but the user
needs awareness of what such relationships mean to draw robust conclusions
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eyondCore also offer analysis ‘at the touch of a button’, but in the smallprint make clear that
thout a good understanding of the data, results are likely to be meaningless. Whilst these
ackages are promoted as needing little expertise, there is a risk of ‘garbage in – garbage ou
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As with Watson, BeyondCore offers good options around the visualisation of data.
There is also some contextual information on statistical tests and pointers towards
analytical strategies.
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The automation of analysis
Factor analysis and SEM…

Factor analysis is used to simplify
analysis and dissemination through
exploring higher level factors.
Multiple items may be combined into
scales and scalelets that are typically
more reliable as measures than
individual items.
Factors are often built into
questionnaire design, in which case
Structural Equation Modelling is
more appropriate. However, SEM is
more complex, and thus is typically
underused.
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“Exploratory factor analysis
(EFA) is rightly described
as both an art and a
science, where researchers
follow a series of analytic
steps involving judgments
more reminiscent of
qualitative inquiry, an
interesting irony given the
mathematical sophistication
underlying EFA models.”
Osborne et al (2008)

The automation of analysis
Factor analysis…

Types of analysis like factor analysis require not just statistical techniques, but a
research approach that incorporates judgements around what is meaningful and
desirable.
Automated analysis may make such processes easier, but need to enable
1
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informed research choices rather than presenting results as concrete.

Systems such as “The Automatic Statistician”, now funded by Google, raise the
possibility of advanced analysis, standardised research strategies, and text outputs.
Here, the programme has created a paper that describes research choices and
statistical uncertainty in plain English.
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Lloyd (2014) The Automatic Statistician

The automation of analysis
There is increasing competition for
“easy to use” analytical software,
with statistics program moving to
cater for easier analysis
Programs like IBM Watson
analytics offer analysis “at the
push of a button”, guiding
automated data analysis through
machine learning and statistical
analysis, including factor analysis,
neural networks, and regression
Proposals for student surveys that
automate factor analysis to
produce “on the fly” scales
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There is increasing potential for
smart data analytics, offering
sophisticated data analysis
alongside embedding multiple
kinds of evidence alongside
quantitative measures

Analysis “at the push of a
button” risks poor decisions
being made
Good smart analytics
programmes guide users
through research choices and
inform them of the fuzziness of
findings

An automated
reporting engine
Making my own electric researcher
1
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An automated reporting engine

My own development of an automated reporting engine began with the need to
handle substantial amounts of information for a single large institution. There was a
lot of data to get through!
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An automated reporting engine
Initial reporting needs were driven by the
need for multiple statistical tests across
numerous breakdowns to identify where
important differences exist.
Chi-square was used as a relatively robust
test to identify important differences where
response numbers varied widely.
However, significance levels of p<0.05
often produced too many flags, whilst
p<0.01 too few. Development needed to
incorporate more sophistication.
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An automated reporting engine

I then moved from a single institution to the Higher Education Academy, where
reports were needed for over 150 institutions. This created an additional challenge.
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An automated reporting engine
The engine has been rewritten twice,
with increasing flexibility, capability,
and integration.
The engine is written in VBA,
separate stages of reporting
processes being handled by largely
separate routines.
Currently the engine has 3747 lines
of code, with six essentially separate
modules covering the process from
raw data to report production.
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An automated reporting engine
Quartile and weighted calculations are precalculated prior to reporting. Sheets can be
filtered to produce quartile or effect size
heat maps.
Effect sizes were used to define the
colouring of significant cells. This meant
that many significance flags were created,
but prioritised through colour coding of
cells according to effect size. The Holm–
Bonferroni adjustment for multiple chisquared tests was added to reduce false
positives.
The expansion of statistical calculations
involved in the creation of each report,
along with the need for overviews of
statistical calculations, prompted a move
away from large arrays. Multiple temporary
sheets were used to store interim
calculations instead.
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An automated reporting engine
From summary tables the next step
was a dashboard that sought to
enable clear prioritisation of action.
This process begun with graphical
representations of relative position.

It was then developed through textual
descriptions of the largest differences
and the listing of priority questions
related to those differences.
However, when it came to displaying
demographic analyses, a method was
needed to narrow down the many
possible questions.
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An automated reporting engine
Demographic analysis…

Effect size
analysis
• Ranking of
demographic
questions
according to
effect size

Exploration of
key questions
• Use of
information
on key
scales and
questions

Display data

• Graphically
and textually
represent
analysis

One challenge was to select particular demographic questions to display. This
required a prioritisation. Using a research strategy of selecting questions of interest
by effect size, the engine progresses through logical steps to present key analyses.
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An automated reporting engine

2
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An automated reporting engine

Graphical, numerical and textual presentation of data increases the potential that the
end user will understand and disseminate findings, regardless of their understanding
of statistical methods.
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An automated reporting engine
Automated processes:

Non-automated process:

Customisation of reports around
benchmarking groups, colour
scheme, etc

Aggregation of variables into
grouped variables and scales

Tabular statistically tested output

Analysis based upon difference,
significance and effect size

Design and format of analysis
Further alteration and adaptation

Graphical and textual representation

Links to enhancement and strategy
– the issues and context of the
institution

Objective and comprehensive use
of statistics to define priorities
according to data

Subjective and partial use of
statistics to define priorities
according to strategy

The engine does not automate many functions, such as factor analysis. End users
often wish to select particular parts of analyses or otherwise adapt to fit into
institutional context and enable enhancement. The engine is being developed to
2
improve how it informs users of research choices.
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Do electric
researchers dream of
strategy?
2
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Do electric researchers dream of strategy?
What analysis is reported is
informed by issues and
context.

Information

85%

Overall

83%

Skills development

78%

Resources

84%

Organisation

74%

Dissertation

79%

Assessment

73%

Engagement

79%

Teaching
65%

82%
70%

75%

What is the priority – the lowest scoring scales such as Assessment and
3
Organisation?...
1

80%

85%

Do electric researchers dream of strategy?
What analysis is reported is
informed by issues and
context.
How does this decision
impact upon dissemination,
enhancement, politics?
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…Or is the priority the scale that scores lowest relative to other institutions?...

Do electric researchers dream of strategy?
What analysis is reported is
informed by issues and
context.
How does this decision
impact upon dissemination,
enhancement, politics?
IR is moving up Terenzini’s
hierarchy, from technical
analysis to issues and
context.

Support for learning

0.68

Organisation of course

0.66

Intellectual stimulation

0.65

Enhancement of academic ability

0.65

Preparation for career

0.63

Challenged me to produce best
work

0.63

Staff are good at explaining things

0.58

0.62

0.60

0.62

0.64

0.66

0.68

…Or is the priority the area that is most correlated with the overall experience?
3
Whilst
automation can make this analysis easier, the choice cannot be automated.
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Do electric researchers dream of strategy?
What analysis is reported is
informed by issues and
context.
How does this decision
impact upon dissemination,
enhancement, politics?
IR is moving up Terenzini’s
hierarchy, from technical
analysis to issues and
context.
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IR connects to theory,
strategy, and teaching &
learning practice – across
departments, institutions, and
the sector.

The value of automated
analysis is in giving people
more sophisticated tools to
find differences that matter…
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…the value of the
institutional researcher
is increasingly about bridging
this analysis to the context
and issues institutions
face.
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Questions?
jason.leman@heacademy.ac.uk
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@HEA_surveys

